
How AI Can Help, Not Hinder Your Work 



Who the heck 
is this guy?

Tourism Industry since 2003

Former Marketing Director for the Fargo CVB

Speaker at National, Regional & State 
Conferences

Director of Education & Strategy at TwoSix Digital



WHO WE ARE
TwoSix Digital is a full-service 
agency that offers integrated 
marketing solutions exclusively to 
destination marketing organizations 
(DMOs) and members of the travel, 
tourism, and hospitality industries.

• 100% Digital Agency Focused on the Travel, 
Tourism & Hospitality Industry 40+ Years of 
combined tourism industry experience

• 40+ Years of combined tourism industry 
experience 

• Headquartered in Brighton, MI 



WHO WE WORK WITH



WORK WITH TWOSIX

Download our Services Guide to see 
just some of the programs that we offer. 

https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fi/ussviuuwwicpzub46fba7/TwoSix-Services.pdf?rlkey=g3d1dzmt3dh8a7b0y65gio8a4&dl=0


Let’s go back in time











Just a college student working at a CVB





Perfect timing for The rise of social 





On Facebook

30 OF 70









Artificial intelligence (AI) refers to the creation of 
machines and computer systems that are capable of 
performing tasks that typically require human 
intelligence, such as reasoning, problem-solving, 
decision-making, and language comprehension. AI 
technology has advanced significantly in recent years 
and is now being integrated into a variety of industries 
and sectors 

WHAT IS AI?







LET’S BE HONEST…



IT WILL DESTROY THE WORLD
EVENTUALLY





YOU PROBABLY 
DON’T EVEN 
REALIZE WHEN 
YOU’RE USING IT.



GOOGLE IS USING IT. 



META IS USING IT. 

Meta has been steadily infusing AI into its advertising products to 
improve performance and make up for the loss of targeting data spurred 
by privacy changes from Apple Inc. In May, the company also launched 
Meta Lattice, which helps businesses predict the performance of ads.



TECHCRUNCH: Sarah Perez@sarahintampa / 10:03 AM EDT•October 4, 2023

https://techcrunch.com/author/sarah-perez/
https://twitter.com/sarahintampa


SAVING TIME & 
CREATING 

EFFICIENCIES!



MAKE BETTER CHOICES





CHALLENGES









WHAT MOST PEOPLE DO. 





Before you begin: 

Get the AI informed to provide you with the 
best results by using this initial prompt. 

Create new chats for each exercise. 

Remember that these are conversations that 
can build off inputs and results. The more AI 
has to consider in generating responses. 

TIP: Consider making individual 
Chats for key destination verticals
that you can use over and over! 
That way you’re not starting 
from zero. 









A Human Touch Matters



alert







DISCLOSURE



Presentation Builder

Meetings, Notes, Emails

Microsoft’s Bing AI























FREE STUFF



SUBJECT LINES



Branding-Hashtags



Branding-Emojis



Just ask.



Use it for market research? This time suck tasks. 



Annoying tasks





You already have it…









POLICIES





Sometimes you’ll 
need to massage 
things a bit. 





TASK: Create a new blog post for your website with promotional social posts

1) Ask AI to generate a blog post
 Example: Write me a blog post about activities near Lake Tahoe

2) Ask AI to make the blog seasonal
 Example: Can you make this blog post seasonal to summer? 

3) Ask AI to optimize the Blog Title for SEO
 Example: Can you optimize the blog title for search engines? 

3) Ask AI to create social media posts to Promote the blog
 Example: Can you create three captions for social media networks to 
      promote the blog? 

4) Ask AI which hashtags to include in posts
 Example: What hashtags should I use to promote the blog? 







DON’T FORGET…



IT WILL DESTROY THE WORLD
EVENTUALLY.



Enhancing ad copy





GOOD IMAGES & VIDEO=SUCCESS!



Photo editing

Photo Editing





Seasons changing





BEFORE

AFTER 

















VIDEO CLONING

#DeepFakes









AI INFLUENCERS









The BIGGEST Time Suck





Narration Matters



Videos get far more views and engagement 
than simple photo posts on social media. In 
fact, social video generates 1200% more 
shares than text and image content 
combined.





Use AI Tools to autogenerate scripts 
for videos! You can even have the 
AI read the narration track to 
import into your production! . 



ARE YOU SHY? 



What is Voice Cloning? AI voice cloning, also known as 
voice synthesis or voice mimicry, is a technology that uses 
machine learning to simulate a specific person's voice. This 
technology requires a certain amount of voice data to 
analyze and learn the unique vocal characteristics of the 
individual. What is Voice Cloning? AI voice cloning, also 
known as voice synthesis or voice mimicry, is a technology 
that uses machine learning to simulate a specific person's 
voice. This technology requires a certain amount of voice 
data to analyze and learn the unique vocal characteristics of 
the individual.

VOICE CLONING



CLONE YOUR OWN VOICE!



GOT BLOGS? 



AI can edit your videos too. 





You have the assets. You don’t have time to edit. 









Video vault





BUT…





Before you begin: 

Get the AI informed to provide you with the 
best results by using this initial prompt. 

Create new chats for each exercise. 

Remember that these are conversations that 
can build off inputs and results. The more AI 
has to consider in generating responses. 

TIP: Consider making individual 
Chats for key destination verticals
that you can use over and over! 
That way you’re not starting 
from zero. 



Unlimited Uses! 



Start putting in some reps. 



THERE
IS NO
DOUBT...



REMEMBER



IT WILL DESTROY THE WORLD
EVENTUALLY.





Why incorporate AI



Summary of sessions 

We’ve covered 
a lot of ground!







Because at 
the end of 
the day, you 
don’t want 
to be…



HOPE
IS NOT A 

STRATEGY



EMPOWER
ENCOURAGE



SIGN UP TO THE E-NEWSLETTER



@TwoSixDigital & Facebook/TwoSixDigital

LEARN MORE……Socially 



WORK WITH TWOSIX

Download our Services Guide to see 
just some of the programs that we offer. 

https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fi/ussviuuwwicpzub46fba7/TwoSix-Services.pdf?rlkey=g3d1dzmt3dh8a7b0y65gio8a4&dl=0






Brian V. Matson
brian@twosixdigital.com


